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Cathode spots on arc-cleaned copper and molybdenum electrodes in vacuum were studied by 
fast image converter framing and streak camera photography with high temporal and spatial 
resolution. The frame exposure time was 20 ns and the interframe period was 200 ns; the streak 
sweep time was between 200 ns and 1 ps. Spatial structures with a resolution of 5 pm could be 
determined by observing the spot movement with a small slit at the streak camera and a high 
sweep speed. Strong fluctuations of the light emission of the spot were found with characteristic 
times of 50-100 ns. When the spot moved out of the slit field of view a stepwise decrease 
occurred in the measured light, indicating an internal substructure of the spot with distances 
between fragments less than 10 pm and even smaller fragment diameters. The current per 
fragment was estimated to be 20-40 A. The frames confirm the short time constants of the spot. 
From frame to frame a spot motion was observed in most cases, yielding spot residence times 
< 200 ns. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current flow into a cold arc cathode in vacuum is 
concentrated in small mobile spots. Structure, size, and 
physical parameters of these spots are still controversial. 
Evaluation of the luminous phenomenon (optical observa- 
tion) yields typical diameters of about 100 pm,’ leading to 
current densities not higher than 10’ A/m2, whereas ero- 
sion traces (craters) at the cathode show much smaller 
dimensions of the active surface zone and suggest current 
densities of lOI2 A/m2 or even higher.2’3 

Another subject of dispute is the time constant of spot 
formation. In optical studies this is often defined as the 
time between subsequent spot splitting,4 amounting to l- 
10 ,us. Apart from the frequent confusion of spot formation 
time with spot lifetime, the optical values are rather differ- 
ent from crater formation times which lie in the range of 
10-100 ns and may reach values down to a few ns.5-7 In 
contrast to this, Rakhovsky’ and Nazarov, Rakhovsky, 
and Zhurbenko”” were not able to lind temporal varia- 
tions of spot brightness in streaks of < 1 ys duration. 

An essential drawback of the crater studies is their 
postmortem character, whereas optical measurements refer 
to the living object. Therefore, it is valuable to examine the 
latter in more detail. There are few papers that consider the 
optical effect of spot dynamics and plasma expansion. Dja- 
kov and Holmes” established spot splitting above a certain 
current (with Cu, at about 75 A). The same authorsI 
found that a single Cu spot may consist of mobile internal 
fragments. The luminous objects were called fragments if 
their distance apart was less than 0.5 mm, otherwise they 
were taken as separated spots. 

a)Present address: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of Califor- 
nia, Berkeley, California 94720. 

According to these authors the densitometer trace of a 
fragment consists of a flat top with broad wings, the top 
belonging to the active surface zone and the wings to the 
expanding plasma. Extrapolating the trace of the luminos- 
ity to the flat top, in certain cases the optical size reduced 
down to a most probable area of (5-10) X 10 - lo m2, for a 
corresponding diameter of 13-18 pm. 

Microphotographs of Cu arc spots can show a size 
below 50 ,um even without such an extrapolation if the 
effects of spot dynamics are small. Hantzsche and Jiittner3 
found smallest values of 2040 pm. However, such simple 
observations do not yet consider the complex radiation 
processes in the expanding spot plasma-up to now there 
has been no thorough analysis of them. A completely ig- 
nored problem is the fact that the visible radiation stems 
from excited atoms in most cases, whereas the degree of 
ionization of the spot plasma is close to 1.13 It is known 
that the spatial ion distribution is different from the spatial 
atom distribution, resulting in different profiles of ionic and 
atomic radiation. Thus the distribution of the spectrally 
integrated light cannot be used for the determination of the 
current density. This is discussed elsewhere. l4 

Finally, the cleanliness of the cathode surface has a 
decisive influence on the structure of the arc erosion track. 

Contaminents strongly enhance the spot dynamics, 
possibly leading to a large luminous area with little light 
modulation.‘5 A reliable method for removing the con- 
taminents is the arc itself. l6 Therefore, it is advantageous to 
start the experiments only after prolonged arcing in vac- 
uum. This was done in the work of Djakov and Holmes11P’2 
and Hantzsche and Jiittner.3 Typically, it was not done (or 
not sufficiently) in the publications that claim a spot size 
) 100 pm. 

The present paper reports a detailed study of the lumi- 
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A: anode; C: cathode. 

nous spot on arc-cleaned surfaces in vacuum, exploiting 
the effects of spot dynamics to enhance the spatial resolu- 
tion of the optical measurements. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

The arc spots were ignited at the top of the cathode by 
a high-voltage breakdown. The discharges were fed by a 50 
!Ll coaxial cable generator charged up to 5-20 kV. The 
current (50-200 A) was monitored for each discharge by a 
digital storage oscilloscope, indicating a rise time of 5 ns 
and a discharge time of 800 ns (Fig. 3). The cameras were 
triggered by a signal from the voltage divider (see Fig. 1). 
Before measuring, the electrodes were cleaned by pro- 
longed arcing in oil-vapor-free vacuum with a base pres- 
sure below 10 - 6 Pa. 

Cathode spots of pulsed discharges between a needle Due to the ignition of the discharge by high-voltage 
cathode and a rod anode were investigated by fast image breakdown, anodic vapor is emitted at the beginning of the 
converter frame and streak cameras. The cathode was a discharge. As shown by framing camera photography (see 
thin wire made of copper or molybdenum (diameter 280 Sec. III A) and dye laser absorption measurements,” the 
and 200 pm, respectively); the anode was made of copper. production of anodic vapor ceased after 10-30 ns, and a 
The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1. purely cathodic discharge remained. All measurements 
The electrode system formed a coaxial line with 50 0 im- presented in this paper refer to times > 100 ns after igni- 
pedance. tion (except Sec. III B). 

An enlarged image of the electrodes (magnification 
2.5 X ) was projected onto the entrance plane of one of the 
cameras. For streak measurements, a narrow slit was used 
in the entrance plane, and its projection into the plane of 
the electrodes defines an “effective slit width” (Fig. 2). If 

A further peculiarity is the magnetic field of the arc 
current flowing in the cathode wire, which can be esti- 
mated to 30-150 mT depending on the current and the 
diameter of the cathode. Magnetic fields of this value can 
influence the spot motion considerably. It is difficult to 
determine the exact geometry of the magnetic field but it is 
to be expected that the spot motion is not a pure random 
walk as it would be without magnetic field. 

projected camera slit 

FIG. 2. Electrode geometry with camera entrance slit determining the 
field of view. 
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FIG. 3. Oscillogram of the discharge current I. 

not otherwise indicated, we used a standard effective slit 
width of 20 pm. 

Ill. RESULTS 

A. Spot framing photography 

The image converter camera (IMACON 792, Hadland 
Photonics) was used for high-speed framing observations. 
The cathode was copper and the current was kept constant 
at 100 A. 200 ns after ignition of the arc the framing cam- 
era started to take frames with an exposure time of 20 ns 
and an interframe period of 200 ns (dark period 180 ns) . 
In most cases only one cathode spot was present; in a few 
cases we observed two. Typical framing photographs are 
shown in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. Subsequent framing camera 
photographs of the cathode spot, I 
= 100 A, Cu cathode, interframe pe- 

riod 200 ns. 

It is not possible to determine the diffusion constant D 
of the random walk (see Sec. IV C!) because the exposure 
time is comparable with the spot residence time, but the 
diffusion law of the motion is only valid for times much in 
excess of the elementary step time. Furthermore, the ex- 
pected mean displacement of the spot in the observation 
time of maximum 800 ns is about 40 pm [the mean dis- 
placement s in observation time t is given by ?+/t = 2 
x 10m3 m’/s (Ref. 7)], and is therefore slightly greater 
than the spatial resolution of 25 ,um of our optical system. 
The measured mean spot displacement is about 50430 pm, 
and it is larger in the direction parallel to the wire than 
perpendicular. This is an indication that the magnetic Aeld 
of the spot current plays a role, since the discharge geom- 
etry is only symmetric if the spot is located exactly at the 

r cathode top. 

- 
random, Ay - Nli2, as in the case of a random walk. As 
Fig. 5 indicates, the displacement is insensitive to the pulse 
duration but increases markedly with the current. 

C. Streak photography of the cathode spot 

For more detailed measurements, a Hamamatsu streak 
camera (C 1155) was used. The streak was recorded pho- 
tographically and decoded by a computerized micropho- 
tometer. Taking into account the statistical nature of cath- 
ode spots, more than 1000 single-shot discharges were 
recorded. Figures 6-9 show typical traces of the brightness 
along the center of a streak. These data show a strong 
modulation that can have two reasons: temporal fluctua- 
tions and spot motion. 

Nevertheless, several conclusions can be drawn from 
the framing photography. A spot motion from frame to 
frame is visible in nearly all of our observations. This 
means that the residence time of the spot is less than 200 
ns. In some cases, the total spot displacement is 200-400 
pm in 800 ns, yielding spot velocities of u = 250-500 m/s. 
This value is very high. Assuming a spot displacement in 
chains of overlapping craters [visible from scanning elec- 
tron microscopy (SEM) pictures of the cathode after ex- 
posure; see Sec. III D] and a mean crater diameter d of 
about 10-15 pm, the spot residence time is Tsd/u=20-60 
ns. 

Due to their movement the spots may appear and dis- 

120 

100 

80 
6. Location of subsequent short discharges 

Reducing the arc pulse length to 13-25 ns and the gap 
distance to values <20 pm, the displacement from shot to 
shot was studied by observing the cathode with a micro- 
scope and measuring the displacement along one coordi- 
nate (parallel to the surface). It was found that the spots 
were ignited in the vicinity of their predecessors in spite of 
the fact that several seconds elapsed between successive 
shots. Integrated photographs of a number N of superim- 
posed discharges were taken. The total one-dimensional 
spot displacement Ay during these discharges was averaged - 
over 10-20 runs. Figure 5 shows the averaged values Ay as - 
a function of N. It can be seen that the displacement Ay is 
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FIG. 5. Average displacement Ay of spots when superimposing a number 
N of short discharges. Cu cathode. Pulse duration and discharge current: 
25 ns, 50 A ( + ); 13 ns, 40 A (X ); 13 ns, 90 A (points); 25 ns, 120 A 
(0). 
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FTG. 8. Luminosity along a streak of a Cu spot, 80 A. 
FIG. 6. Luminosity along a streak of a MO spot, 160 A. 

appear in the viewing section. Figure 9 indicates that one 
or several spots entered the field of view at tz 100 ns, and 
started to leave it at tz300 ns. An unambiguous sign of 
movement is the dependence of the residence time of a spot 
on the effective slit width. This is shown in Fig. 10. Figures 
11 and 12 show the probability for a fluctuation due to spot 
movement across a slit edge as a function of the time in- 
terval t between two of such fluctuations. 

However, most of the peaks in the streak signal are 
associated with temporal changes during the residence 
time of the spot ensemble in the field of view (e.g., Figs. 6 
and 8). This is demonstrated by plotting the interval be- 
tween sufficiently large fluctuations against the effective slit 

I I I I I I I I I 

Mo,160 A 

t I I I I I I I I I 

0 200 400 600 800 
t ins) 

FIG. 7. Luminosity along a streak of a MO spot, 160 A, showing a 
stepwise decrease when the spot left the field of view. 

width. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that there is no depen- 
dence on the slit width. 

Figure 14 shows that the probability of such fluctua- 
tion intervals increases for shorter times. A maximum 
could exist near 40 ns, but because the amplitude of the 
fluctuations decreases down to the noise level for intervals 
< 40 ns, the true maximum could be located at still shorter 
times. There is no obvious influence of material and cur- 
rent. 

D. Crater size 

After conditioning, the top of the cathode is com- 
pletely covered with molten structures, so that individual 

1 1 I I I I I I I 

0 200 400 600 800 
ttns) 

FIG. 9. Luminosity along a streak of a Cu spot, 80 A, indicating appear- 
ance and disappearance of a spot in the field of view. 
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FIG. 10. Dependence of the observation time of a spot in the field of view 
on the effective slit width for MO ( 0 ) and Cu (V) . Curve A corresponds 
to IQ. (2) with D = IO-' m*/s. 

crater chains are difficult to discern. After numerous dis- 
charges at 160 A, the Cu cathodes showed an erosion area 
up to a distance of 400 ,um behind the top. Near the bound- 
ary of this erosion zone isolated crater traces could be 
found as, shown in Fig. 15. Besides small single craters 
(diameter l-5 pm), a chain of larger craters (chain width 
about 20 ym) and a very large crater (diameter 50 pm) 
are to be seen. The small single craters are probably asso- 
ciated with remnants of the surface contaminents, whereas 
the crater chain and the large crater are more typical for a 
clean surface. 

Often large craters developed at the end of a crater 
chain, indicating the combined action of several fragments. 
Such large molten zones existed also at the eroded area at 
the top, reaching maximum diameters of 90 ,um. 

20 40 60 80 

24 6 a 10 11 12 13 14 15 

AX I pm1 

PIG. 12. Probability of time interval t of fluctuations induced by the spot 
movement; MO, 160 A. The time axis has been converted into a length 
scale by multiplication by the time-dependent spot velocity. 

Figure 16 shows the distribution of crater diameters 
from the eroded area near the top of a Cu cathode (160 
A). The most probable diameter is about 15 ,um, yielding a 
ratio to the current of 0.09 pm/A. This is slightly smaller 
than the value for dc copper arcs of 0.12 pm/A reported by 
Daalder’* and Jiittner’ with currents < 100 A. Apparently, 
these craters were formed by nearly the entire current; i.e., 
the probability of spot splitting was-small during the dis- 
charge duration. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Spot structure 

When a spot crosses a slit edge, the change of bright- 
ness contains information on spatial structure if the spot 
velocity is known. Velocity values can be extracted from 
Fig. 10. Here curve A corresponds to a purely random 
movement with 2/t = 10 - 3 m’/s (see Sec. IV C). For 
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FIG. 11. Probability of time interval i of fluctuations induced by the spot 
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FIG. 14. Probability for the occurrence of a fluctuation interval. 0: MO, 
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t > 400 ns the observed displacement is faster than random. 
This can be explained by the effect of the magnetic field 
around the cathode wire. In the limit of long times the 
contribution of the random movement can be neglected, 
and the directed. movement remains. Figure 1.0 leads then 
to directed velocities of 36 and 23 m/s for Cu and MO, 
respectively. 

According to Fig. 9,. the signal may increase or de- 
crease when the spot crosses a slit edge. The time for these 
changes is given by spot size and displacement velocity. In 
Fig. 9  the signal increases to its maximum within about 
150 ns. During this period the spot velocity will be ~100 
m/s, thus the whole luminous object has a size <15 ,um. 
One obtains a more limited value of the t ime-dependent 
velocity when using the result uB = 36 m/s from Fig. 10 for 

‘P FIG. 15. SEM photograph of the surface of a Cu cathode near the tc 
after discharges at 160 A. 

crater diameter (pm) 

FIG. 16. Distribution of crater diameters for Cu, 160 A. 

a current of 160 A, where us is the directed velocity in- 
duced by the magnetic field. Since the velocity decreases 
with current, at 80 A (Fig. 9) the directed velocity is still 
less. Adding a random component as suggested by formula 
(2) in Sec. IV C, with D = IO- ’ m2/s and t = 150 ns, we 
obtain a total velocity of about 50 m/s. This reduces the 
deduced size to a value < 10 pm, smaller than obtained 
from spot photographs. 

Assuming now that the main peak in Fig. 9  corre- 
sponds to a separate structure, the short rising and trailing 
edges (about 50 ns) yield a size of < 7 ym. So, in selected 
cases the time scale along the streaks can be converted into 
a length by multiplying the time by the velocity. 

Sometimes the changes occurred in 2-4 steps [Fig. 7). 
This corresponds to the typical number of internal frag- 
ments,t2’19 so we might interpret the events in Fig. 7  as a 
successive disappearance of separate spot fragments from 
the field of view. The width At of the steps would then be 
determined by the distance AX between the fragments: Ax 
= u At. Since the trailing edge of the steps in Fig. 7  is 

smaller than the step width, the fragment size will still be 
smaller than the distance between them. 

In Figs. 11 and 12, the time axis has been converted 
into a length scale by multiplying it by the t ime-dependent 
velocity (Sec. IV C) . Obviously, the AX values correspond- 
ing to fragment distances are less than 10 pm. Bearing in 
mind that we measured only the motion component nor- 
mal to the slit edge, the given AX values constitute an 
upper limit. Dividing the total arc current by the observed 
number of steps, we obtain current per fragment values of 
20-40 A. 

The identification of internal spot fragments with dis- 
tances of only a few ym is an important result. Small inner 
structures have already been theoretically postulated by 
Sena,2Q Emtage,21 Harris,2223 Chekalin,24 and Puchkarev 
and Murzakaev.25 

At higher currents or with contaminated surfaces the 
fragments can separate to larger distances, leading to an 
easily observable spot s 

P 
litting, as shown by Kesaev26 and 

Djakov and Holmes.“* ’ While the distance between the 
fragments can be as small as 10 pm, their diameter is still 
smaller. This means that the real spot size corresponds to 
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the remaining crater. Larger spots can be formed by inter- 
actions between the fragments, leading to craters of 50-100 
pm diameter. We know of such craters with dc arcs from 
the literature.27 The interesting fact is that they can be 
formed on a nanosecond time scale. This can be under- 
stood by the simultaneous existence of fragments. Gener- 
ally, the linear dimension of a heated region L is connected 
with the heating time rh by L2/rh z const. By dividing the 
heated region into n fragments, the heating time will be 
reduced by n2. 

Now the question arises why the spot photographs do 
not show a bright central region < 10 pm. This can be 
explained by insufficient temporal resolution, mainly 
caused by the rapid dynamics of the internal constituents 
of a spot. It appears that the fragments are rapidly moving 
and thus an exposure time of less than 1 ns seems to be 
necessary in order to obtain a sharp photograph. However, 
with our method, i.e., when observing the disappearance of 
a spot behind a slit edge, the same dynamics helps to dis- 
cern the fragments. Furthermore, the requirements for the 
optical system beyond the slit are not so demanding, so 
that the main emphasis can be put on the sensitivity. The 
spatial resolution of the camera itself, limiting the spatial 
resolution in the case of framing observations to 25 pm, 
does not play a decisive role in streak measurements. Here 
the resolution of the image of the electrodes in the plane of 
the entrance slit of the camera is critical, and can be esti- 
mated to be 5 pm. The small spot size has important con- 
sequences for current density and maximum plasma con- 
centration. With a fragment diameter of 5 ,um and a 
fragment current of 20 A we arrive at a current density of 
1012 A/m’. 

B. Time constants 

In the literature, various quantities have been referred 
to as time constants. Here we define them more precisely. 
Listed in order of increasing duration we have the follow- 
ing phenomena. L 

(i) Crater formation time: According to Daalder,” 
this is of order 100 ns. Jiittner’ found crater formation 
times of a few ns. One might assume that the formation 
time of a fragment has a similar value. 

The general question arises whether the spot moves 
because its existence conditions have deteriorated at its 
actual location” or because better conditions are developed 
elsewhere by the spot itself (e.g., occurrence of crater 
rims). With clean surfaces, the latter seems more probable. 
In a spot that has produced a large crater, the individual 
fragments must have reached equilibrium conditions 
within a time that is small compared to the residence time, 
and there is no reason why they should suddenly cease to 
exist. Also, the experiment described in Sec. III B indicates 
that spots can promote the ignition of their successors, 
even after the preceding spot has completely disappeared. 

The random velocity u, depends on the observation 
time t: 

(ii) Spot residence time: This is the time for which a 
spot shows no measurable displacement. Due to the inter- 
action of several fragments, a spot can remain at the same 
location for longer than the fragment formation time. The 
residence time determines the velocity of the random 
movement. 

(iii) Interval between two successive events of spot 
splitting: This is referred to as the spot lifetime by Ra- 
khovskii.’ The values reported by this author lie in the 
range of l-20 ps. 

v, = 0.5 JiE. (1) 

In the presence of a magnetic field the movement becomes 
more directed (in a retrograde sense). This causes a higher 
velocity which increases with magnetic field B and current 
I. There is still no theory that yields the retrograde velocity 
in a reliable manner. Therefore, for the purpose of the 
present paper we assume a simple superposition of random 
and directed motion: 

(iv) Arc lifetime: This is the time after which a vac- 
uum arc extinguishes, even if all external parameters (elec- 
trode distance, external circuit) are kept constant.26’28-30 It 
depends on the cathode material and the arc current, and 
can reach several seconds. 

u(t) = u,“+ uB= 0.5 m+ UB, (2) 

ug being the empirical value of retrograde velocity (us 
= 36 m/s and 23 m/s for Cu and MO, respectively, I 
= 160 A). Since ug will not depend on the time (B, 1 
= const), it can be measured if t becomes large. 

v. CONCLUSlONS 

The present paper deals with processes (i) and (ii). With sufficient .spatial and temporal resolution, lumi- 
The simple fact that spots can be produced by pulses of 13 nous spot structures can be found that are comparable with 

ns duration (Sec. III B) demonstrates that fragment and 
crater formation is faster than the fluctuations reported in 
Sec. III C. Therefore we assume that the latter indicate the 
residence time of a spot. Thus, in spite of faster internal 
processes, the spot may remain 100 ns or longer at a loca- 
tion. In extreme cases, very large craters can be formed 
(Fig. 15). 

Fluctuations of the burning voltage as measured by 
Smeets and Schulpen31 or by Puchkarev and Murzakaev25 
can be associated with the residence time, too. 

C. Spot movement 

When the residence time r of a spot has elapsed, the 
ensemble is displaced by an average distance r. Without 
magnetic field the resulting movement is random and the 
macroscopic displacement s is related to the observation 
time t by g/t = D = const. The diffusion constant D has 
been found to be about 10 - 3 m2/s for Cu and 2 X 10 - s 
m2/s for MO.’ Since D = ?/r, one obtains information on 
either r or T if one of these quantities can be measured. 
From the overlapping nature of crater traces, Jiittner’ de- 
duced an elementary step r that corresponds to a crater 
radius. However, because of the action of the internal frag- 
ments, the basic processes of random movement are more 
complicated than assumed by this author. 
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or smaller than the cathodic craters. They reflect internal 
fragments of a spot showing intense dynamics on a nano- 
second (perhaps subnanosecond) time scale. 

Consequently, optical measurements can lead to higher 
estimates of current density and plasma concentration, at 
variance to the general opinion in the literature. Accord- 
ingly, the elementary times will be shorter than determined 
up to now by optical methods but in agreement with the 
results of nanosecond-pulse discharges. To obtain a realis- 
tic picture of development and behavior of the internal spot 
fragments, the temporal and spatial resolution must be in- 
creased considerably beyond the present experimental 
level. 
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